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President Signs Bill Renaming Bay Pines VA after Rep. C.W. Bill Young

U.S. Sen. Bill Nelson Still Speculating Bid for Governor's Seat

Possible Sinkhole Reported in Dunedin Yard

Chances Increase that Jeb Bush Will Run in 2016

One Way to Save Florida Waterways: Turn Water into a Cash Crop

Automated Cars No Longer Just a Dream for the Future

A New HBO Documentary, Crisis Line: Veterans Press 1

Former Florida Schools Chief Tony Bennett Facing Indiana Ethics Complaint

MOSI Hosts African Fair Trade Marketplace

Dontae Morris Guilty of Killing 2 Tampa Police Officers

Rubio To Anti-Gay Group: Nation's Morality at Risk

Gov. Scott Touts Record Tourism Numbers

School Funding, Teacher Evaluations Key Issues Early in Governor's Race
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George Zimmerman Arrested After Disturbance Call
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